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COMMON SENSE HERALD SPACE REPORT
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(Left) Boeing Space Transport (Right) Space X- V2 Dragon
NASA Selection Will Return Launches to America
NASA Press Release
U.S. astronauts once again will travel to and from the International Space Station
from the United States on American spacecraft under groundbreaking contracts
NASA announced Tuesday, September 16, 2014. The agency unveiled its
selection of Boeing and SpaceX to transport U.S. crews to and from the space
station using their CST-100 and Crew Dragon spacecraft, respectively, with a goal
of ending the nation’s sole reliance on Russia in 2017.
"From day one, the Obama Administration made clear that the greatest nation on
Earth should not be dependent on other nations to get into space," NASA
Administrator Charlie Bolden said at the agency's Kennedy Space Center in
Florida. "Thanks to the leadership of President Obama, the hard work of our
NASA and industry teams, and support from Congress, today we are one step
closer to launching our astronauts from U.S. soil on American spacecraft and
ending the nation’s sole reliance on Russia by 2017. Turning over low-Earth orbit
transportation to private industry will also allow NASA to focus on an even more
ambitious mission – sending humans to Mars."
These Commercial Crew Transportation Capability (CCtCap) contracts are
designed to complete the NASA certification for human space transportation
systems capable of carrying people into orbit. Once certification is complete,
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NASA plans to use these systems to ferry astronauts to the International Space
Station and return them safely to Earth.
The companies selected to provide this transportation capability and the
maximum potential value of their FAR-based firm fixed-price contracts are:
-- The Boeing Company, Houston, $4.2 billion
-- Space Exploration Technologies Corp., Hawthorne, California, $2.6 billion
The contracts include at least one crewed flight test per company with at least
one NASA astronaut aboard to verify the fully integrated rocket and spacecraft
system can launch, maneuver in orbit, and dock to the space station, as well as
validate all its systems perform as expected. Once each company’s test program
has been completed successfully and its system achieves NASA certification,
each contractor will conduct at least two, and as many as six, crewed missions to
the space station. These spacecraft also will serve as a lifeboat for astronauts
aboard the station.
NASA's Commercial Crew Program will implement this capability as a publicprivate partnership with the American aerospace companies. NASA's expert team
of engineers and spaceflight specialists is facilitating and certifying the
development work of industry partners to ensure new spacecraft are safe and
reliable.
The U.S. missions to the International Space Station following certification will
allow the station's current crew of six to grow, enabling the crew to conduct more
research aboard the unique microgravity laboratory.
"We are excited to see our industry partners close in on operational flights to the
International Space Station, an extraordinary feat industry and the NASA family
began just four years ago," said Kathy Lueders, manager of NASA's Commercial
Crew Program. "This space agency has long been a technology innovator, and
now we also can say we are an American business innovator, spurring job
creation and opening up new markets to the private sector. The agency and our
partners have many important steps to finish, but we have shown we can do the
tough work required and excel in ways few would dare to hope."
The companies will own and operate the crew transportation systems and be able
to sell human space transportation services to other customers in addition to
NASA, thereby reducing the costs for all customers.
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By encouraging private companies to handle launches to low-Earth orbit -- a
region NASA's been visiting since 1962 -- the nation's space agency can focus on
getting the most research and experience out of America's investment in the
International Space Station. NASA also can focus on building spacecraft and
rockets for deep space missions, including flights to Mars.
For more information about NASA's Commercial Crew Program and CCtCap,
visit:
http://www.nasa.gov/commercialcrew

_________________________________________________________________

COMMON SENSE HERALD HISTORICAL REPORT
The Pennsylvania Labor History Society (PLHS) Board of Directors in April 2014
inquired whether I could arrange for the Steelworkers' Archives to commit to host
a PLHS Conference in the fall of 2015 ... The reason - so many PLHS Conferences
were held in South West PA in recent years that they wanted to bring it East.
At the time, I said that I would ask the Steelworkers" Archive Board , and that
Board said yes tin principle but wanted more information what would be required
of the Archives in hosting the two day conference..
Well, when the Board met Friday, September 12, 2014, there was a discussion
about an idea that Ken Wolensky first raised that the Deindustrialization in the
Anthracite and Clothing industries be a topic of a future Conference and that this
Conference be held in Wilkes-Barre PA.
Frankly, I admit that both the topic and Wilkes Barre would be a good choice ...
But the issue for Wilkes-Barre is that would they be ready for the Fall of 2015 and
who in that area would organize the Conference.... So the Board decided it could
push that Conference back to 2016 if need be.
This eventuality would create a dilemma for the Board as to where the next
Conference would be held in 2015.
Would the Board come back to the Archives to get a firm commitment or would it
seek to go elsewhere. At the moment many on the Board would like Philadelphia
to come up with a theme and date for next year's conference and Board Meeting.
So who might do it in 2015 ... Discussion was that since Philadelphia has had
some connection with Labor Day that next year's conference could be organized
around that theme should the Conference occurs there. But Philadelphia's
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delegate on the Board could not give an immediate answer as far as their interest
and ability to host a Board Meeting and Conference next year....
Which means, the site of next year's conference and date is still technically open
and the Board must be open to alternative choices if need be, including
Bethlehem.
Given my changing status with the Steelworkers" Archives, I am not in any
position to commit the Archives to host anything whether it be regularly
established or emergency established.. And frankly, I am hoping that both
Philadelphia and Wilkes Barre become the hosts in 2015 and 2016 . The
conferences for 2017, 2018 and 2019 are already set ..
2017=== 125th Anniversary of 1892 Steel Strike, Homestead PA
2018=== General Electric Strike, Erie PA
2019=== Assassination of Fannie Sellins in 1919, Westmoreland County, PA.
But as it occurred since the Conference, Alice Hoffman, who Charles Lloyd
Lumpkins describes as a very persuasive organizer, pow-wowed with Ken about
expanding the program to include ILGWU heath center in Wilkes-Barre,
medicare, and social security and to move the program to 2015 because 2015 is
the 50th anniversary of the Medicare Act of 1965 and the 80th anniversary of the
National Labor Relations Act of 1935 and the Social Security Act of 1935 with its
Title VI on public health care. In the end, Ken loved Alice's proposal to combine
the various topics and to move the program to 2015.
With that development, 2016 is uet to be decided
The Theme of this year's conference was Remembering the Westinghouse Strike
of 1914 --- Honoring Women's Contribution to Labor Struggle.
Mary Harris "Mother" Jones (1837– 30 November 1930) was an Irish-American
schoolteacher and dressmaker who became a prominent labor and community
organizer
Bearing this in mind, the Society's Mother Jones Awards was presented at
Palmieri's Restaurant in Turtle Creek the site of the 1914 Women's March to:
Steffi Domike, USW Education Department; Robin Alexander, Attorney , UE
International Affairs; and Millie Beik, Program Chair, Battle of Homestead
Foundation and author.
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(Left )--- Steffir Domike, (Center) Robin Alexander (Right) Rosemary Trump (Past
President of PLHS) and Millie Beik
Charles Lloyd Lumpkins ( current PLHS President) debriefed the Boars about a
few agenda items discussed at the PLHS board meeting of September 12, 2014.

(Left- Charles Lloyd Lumpkins, PHSL President;; (Right) Charles McCollester
To quote Lumpkins:
"About the Labor History in PA Bibliography: I informed Ken about the
bibliography needs to have additional entries and categories, for example, entries
on public-sector workers.
I believe the pleasure of the board is to see a minimal number of additional
entries and categories entered into the bibliography before the bibliography is
placed on the PLHS website.
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.About the Labor History Education for Schoolteachers Project: Act 48
certification has been reinstated for teachers who would take labor history
education workshops for professional development
.
I will follow through on the advice to contact all twenty-seven Intermediate Units
about school districts, the interest in labor history, and schedule of teachers' inservice days.
I will find out which school districts have hosted labor history education
workshops or are teaching labor history.
I will see if Mike Crossey of PSEA and Ted Kirch of AFT-PA can send word to
their members about labor history education workshops.
Charles McCollester was in charge of the conference tours?
On September 13, 2014 members of the PLHS :
1) Rode our cars to Braddock and stopped before the Memorial for the 1916
Westinghouse Strike at Edgar Thomas Gate of USS -2) Visited the Keystone Commons which was the former Westinghouse Electric
Plant in East Pittsburgh .
3. In Turtle Creek took a Walking tour of sites associated with 1914 strike ...
4. Again used a car van to Wilmerding and visited to Exterior views of
Westinghouse's former Airbrake Company and Westinghouse's Castle
______________________________________________________________________
_

Reduced Archives Role
Since 2001 I have served the Steelworkers' Archives archives with all my energy
and all my soul in many capacities. I also served the Archives well as President ...
And I thank those who voted for my re-election . But I noticed that Frank Behum
brought out his groupies which hardly ever attended a meeting and would vote
for him even if I did a super job as President ..
My game plan for October is to open the membership meeting and after the
pledge of allegiance and the moment of prayer I will bring Frank up and give him
the gavel thus reducing greatly my authority in the organization
Having been deeply involved in this year's Steelworkers' Archives Steelwaking
tour as both a guide and contact person, I do not Plan to participate in the
Steelwalker Tour of September 27 , October 4 , October 11 and November 1.
I will not participate in the Bon Ton Community Day Book Sales
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I will not participate for the Archivesin the Walnutport Canal Festival all though I
will go to the festival to see old friends.
I do plan to be there and participate September 20 for the Steeple and Steel Tour
, to be there for the Moravian Tour and for a possible Larry Neff interview.
I do not plan to resign from the Board but I may miss a number of Membership
meeting ....
I still love the ideal of preserving the legacy of steelworkers but it is no longer a
priority.
In October I will use up some of my vast energy by becoming the Treasurer of
the Kiwanis Club of North East Allentown.
I never regarded the job of President as a job where one uses all sorts of political
tactics to win. Surely I would have liked the name, address and telephone number
and/or E-Mail number of eligible voters. Whether contacting these people given
Frank's special hold on some of these people is another matter.
If I wanted to use the art of politics I might as well run or apply for Lehigh County
Commissioner and /or Allentown City Council which I did in the past..
My last day as President of the Steelworkers' Archives is October 13, 2014
Accomplishments --- Not listed in any particular order
1) Steeples and Steel Tours with its Steelworkers Lunches
2) Steelwalker Tours
3) Legacy Essay Contest
4) Continuation of Oral History Project
5) Scanning of contributed Photographs
6) Organization of Collection items in storage area
7) Policy on Research and purchase of photographs and documents.
8) Participating along with other groups in planning for the Bethlehem Visitor's
Center and Hoover Mason Trestle Walkway; and finally,
9) Increased Fundraising
I would list having the publication of a quarterly Steelworkers' Archives
Pourspective newsletter as an achievement but that did not happen... Although at
the last moment in my term, a special edition may be released. Neither did the
cataloging of our collections in a data base happen either. Nor did the wholesale
mission interpretation of our oral histories into video projects happen either ...
Why this did not happy may be explained by the fact that we are a volunteer
organization and while I have done much in the areas listed above I can't do
everything. When I delegate people to do these I can only hope they do things ...
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What gets done depends on their time available to do a project, or their own
priorities.
It was not a easy 2 year term ... Our meetings at times were not a Sunday School
Class and some of our members were not on best behavior.... Like any public
official I took pot shots from innocent and not so innocent parties. Most
disturbing were pot shots from not so innocent parties who because of their
vested innocents sought to benefit from those pot shots...
For the most part I enjoyed myself doing oral interviews, scanning photographs,
promoting the essay legacy contest which I hold most dear, and also giving tours
of the former Bethlehem Steel plant.
September 20th will be so dear to me as my sister and her husband and her two
daughters, and a husband of one of the daughters will travel up from the
Philadelphia area to do a tour in addition to a cousin who is a niece of a nonblood uncle.
After October 13 I will remain on the Board of Directors of the Steelworkers'
Archives but my role in the group will be very much reduced or nominal ...
I traveled the weekend of September 12-13,, 2014 to the Pittsburgh area for the
Fall Conference and Board meeting of the Pennsylvania Labor History Society .
My status on that Board is not related to my coming situation at the Archives
because my position on that Board is not based on my status with the Archives.
I do admit because of my knowledge of water and sewer issues I would like to be
on the Lehigh County Authority Board or other Boards. Or let's see ......
_________________________________________________________________

COMMON SENSE HERALD POLITICAL REPORT
____________________________________________________________________
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Venturing into the unknown future ---A future that may or may not
come --- Road to Hope, Change or Disappointment
by Dennis L. Pearson
(Compiled from 2008 to 2014)
(c) 2014 by Dennis L. Pearson All Rights Reserved --- No part of this work may be
reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying and recording or by any information storage or retrieval system,
without permission from the author.

Part 3
George Bush, to his great credit, after the 2008 election did everything in his
power to ensure a smooth transition between his Presidency and that of Obama.
Despite the fact that to the Liberal/Progressive movement Bush was a subject of
hate ... To them George Bush should be greeted in the same manner as 1984
character Emmanuel Goldstein, the enemy of the People with hisses, squeaks of
mingled fear and disgust; and, remarkably as the Road to 2012 progressed
toward the elections of 2012 the official Presidential record of George Bush
remained the dart board for the Progressive/liberal defense of the Obama record.
In fact, Obama, himself, on the record of accusing his predecessor for his
continuing problems. As it was, three and a half years after leaving office, the
former President George W. Bush remained unpopular among a majority of
Americans. In a study conducted by the Cable News Network Only 43 percent of
respondents had a favorable view of Bush, compared with 54 percent who had an
unfavorable view, -- Making Bush the only living president with an under 50
percent approval rating Bush’s father, George H.W. Bush, had a 59 percent
approval, to 34 percent disapproval. Jimmy Carter is viewed favorably by 54
percent of the public, and unfavorably by about 30 percent. The 42nd president,
Bill Clinton, is the most popular of the living former presidents, with a 66 percent
favorable rating. Only 31 percent say they hold unfavorable views of Clinton.
There is little doubt that Mitt Romney could count on the support of George W.
Bush in 2012. Consequently, Bush’s endorsement would not be a surprise, given
that Romney was the 2012 Republican Party nominee. But the truth is, the 43rd
president was absent from the 2012 campaign in the primaries and up to the
Convention he hadn’t made any public comments showing his support for
Romney. Romney did get the formal backing of Bush’s parents, President George
H.W. Bush and Barbara Bush, in March.; and People who worked in the Bush
administration said they doubt the former president would be campaigning for
Romney ; And some suggested that the 2012 Republican standard bearer would
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be better off if George W remained silent on the Romney candidacy. Fact is, Even
in his post-presidential life, the younger Bush still got a lot of the blame for the
poor economy, nevertheless, according to polls, he has become more popular
since leaving office. But there is no news about that, most Presidents for
whatever reason generally become more popular out of office as the years roll by.
Historically, George W. Bush did make it clear before the Republican National
Convention that he wouldn't show up in Tampa. But according to the Huffington
Post (8/30/2012) his absence was not just physical; it was also metaphysical.
To the Post , Bush's very existence belied two of the most critical selling points
of GOP nominee Mitt Romney's presidential campaign: 1)That tax cuts for the rich
would create jobs, and 2) that Romney was bringing a fresh new approach that
could turn the country's fortunes around.
The Post contacted presidential historian and Millsaps College professor Robert
S. McElvaine to support their conclusion. McElvaine maintained that Romney's
economic proposals were "exactly the sorts of things that resulted in the
economic declines in 1928 and 2008." That Romney really wanted to do "exactly
what Bush did while in office," but that didn't work." Yet, they wanted to try it
again, " McElvane opining that the real reason for Bush's absence was that the
Romney people didn't want to remind people of this historic truth by having Bush
around.
The Post asserting that under Bush, tax breaks and lax regulations led to
skyrocketing deficits and an economic collapse, while at the same time
dramatically increasing poverty and inequality. A bellicose foreign policy led to
two hugely costly wars, left unfinished. --- All democratic talking points in the
campaign.
Then too, Jeremy Mayer, a public policy professor at George Mason University,
told the Post that Romney to him has failed to distinguish his policies from
Bush's. "Cutting taxes, deregulating the economy, letting the job creators get
their job done -- that's really Bush 101," Then added: "We've learned that the
American public liked it OK in 2000, but they sure didn't like it by the end of his
presidency."
Then three, Tom Cronin, a political scientist at Colorado College who on the
American presidency chimed in by saying that in the end the Romney team's
messaging made Bush a liability. Saying in the Post that they would like the
country to say that Romney was a takeover guy, a takeover/turnaround guy.
But unfortunately for the Romney team, when they look in the mirror they see saw
the ghostly image of George W. Bush looking over their shoulder.
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Indeed the Progressive/liberal coalition had never forgot the fact that Bush won
the Presidency over Al Gore in 2000 despite losing the national popular vote
because of disputed hanging chad votes in Florida which gave him the required
electoral votes for victory. Moreover, adherents of the Progressive/liberal Agenda
suggest vehemently that Republican lack of cooperation with or sabotage of
Obama’s official programs is also a source of both frustration and anger. Radio
commentator Rush Limbaugh to them takes on a role as a nemesis, as an
Emmanuel Goldstein type, for his out front wish that the Barack Obama agenda
or program would fail. The truth is, the President had initial success in enacting
some of his spoken 2008 campaign pronouncements and economic stimulus
programs with a solid Democratic majority, but pushing his agenda has become
far more tougher after the mid-term election of 2010. However, in addition to
Limbaugh the role of nemesis to Obama also include radio talking hosts such as
Sean Hannity, Glenn Beck, Marc Styen and Mike Savage plus countless other
Americans.
But in regard to George W. Bush --- the Progressive/liberal coalition in the midst
of Afghani protest over the American military burning of the Koran, cited this as
an another example of the former President’s failed policies
However, reality was, the Republican outgoing President, in fact, tried to kick
start the economy before Obama assumed office with a Tarp economic Stimulus
program that later drew Republican after the fact criticism as increasing the debt,
a debt that later Obama economic stimulus programs would vastly inflate.
Back then even John McCain, the so-called maverick, in wake of the September
2008 Wall Street meltdown went so far as to suspend his campaign to support
the government’s massive bailout of the financial system. Yet of interest, in 2010,
McCain, the 2008 Republican unsuccessful Candidate, in midst of a re-election
campaign for Arizona Senator, claimed that in 2008 he was misled by Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke and then Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson into
believing the TARP program was something fundamentally different than what it
obviously was; Mc Cain said the pair assured him that the $700 billion Troubled
Asset Relief Program would focus on what was seen the cause of the financial
crisis, the housing meltdown.
Unfortunately, that didn’t happen because on February 22, 2010 before the
editorial board of the Arizona newspaper Republic, Mc Cain said the
administrations decided to stabilize the Wall Street institutions, bail out insurance
giant AIG, bail out Chrysler, and bail out General Motors. Said the Senator: “What
they figured was that if they stabilized Wall Street --- (I guess it was trickle-down
economics} – that therefore Main Street would be fine.”
Said Dennis Kennethsson: “Wow, a flip-flop... The Republican Senatorial
Candidate of 2010 was against the leadership of the Republican Presidential
candidate of 2008...What a bitter pill for McCain..His 2008 supposedly statesmen
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like maneuver actually cost him the presidency in 2008 ... Fact is, he actually
pulled ahead in the polls until the financial panic hit; and then as Quin Hillyer
described it in the November 30, 2011 Spectacle Blog, the Senator ran around like
a chicken with its head cut off, spewing nonsense such as “Blame SEC Chairman
Chris Cox” and of course supporting the execrable TARP at the time when
opposing it would not have been good policy but also may well have won him
election.”
Said Newt Gingrich in 2008“This is the greatest single act of responsibility ever
taken by a presidential candidate and rivals President Eisenhower saying, ‘I will
go to Korea'. Eisenhower's pledge was enough to reassure voters that if elected
he would find a way to resolve the Korean conflict. McCain's high-octane
involvement in the bailout is meant to convey the same sense of stature and
leadership, and to provide cover to reluctant Republicans to support a deal that
runs counter to everything they thought they stood for."
Said Gordon Gordonsson: “ Does Newt Gingrich believe this in 2012 … And do
we have a take on it by Mitt Romney, Ron Santorium, Ron Paul, Rick Perry,
Donald Trump , and Michelle Bachman. Surely we don't have to ask the President
for we know his talking point on the issue --- We need to throw in more money to
fight the crisis. “
As it happened the next step for McCain after he suspended his campaign to take
part in the TARP debate and vote in Washington D.C was to call the Commission
on Presidential Debates hoping to postpone the Presidential debate scheduled
for Friday September 26, 2008 at the University of Mississippi at Oxford,
Mississippi . McCain said in New York City Wednesday September 24 that he
would suspend his campaign: “I have spoken to Senator Obama and informed
him of my decision and have asked him to join me.... I am calling on the president
to convene a meeting with the leadership from both houses of Congress,
including Senator Obama and myself. It is time for both parties to come together
to solve this problem.”
This having been said, McCain in addition to suspending his campaign to return
to Washington to work for a bipartisan solution to this problem, he also
suspended his campaign's advertising and fundraising,”
Commented Kennethsson: " Admirable, but a big mistake. Obama has the ability
to take advantage of all emergencies. He is one big opportunist."
And as it happened, that is the why it worked. Obama stayed the course and
allowed McCain to go off course and beach himself..
Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama in Florida in preparation for the
Mississippi debate, held an unscheduled news conference, and argued that the
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debate should go on. The Democratic candidate said: “I believe that we should
continue to have the debate ...It is my belief that this is exactly the time when the
American people need to hear from the person who, in approximately 40 days,
will be responsible for dealing with this mess...It is going to be part of the
president’s job to deal with more than one thing at once."
Obama said that unlike McCain, he would not suspend ads, or campaign events
scheduled between then and the Friday’s debate. He said: “I think it’s very
important that the American people see the people who potentially could be in
charge of this problem within the next couple of months and so my attitude is
that we need to be focused on solving the problems, as I have been ... It’s also
important that we communicate where we need to go in getting us out of the
situation.”
Obama said he would stay in Florida for the time being in order to prepare for the
debate and would not return to Washington unless asked by Congressional
leadership. And as far as the debate was concerned, he would go to Mississippi
even if McCain didn't. and hold a town hall meeting in McCain's absence.
As it happened, McCain saw no choice but to participate in the debate. Senatorial
action on the TARP Bill would not occur until after the debate And of interest although the September 26: First presidential debate at the University of
Mississippi was planned to focus on foreign policy and national security, Jim
Lehrer of PBS decided to devote the first half of the debate to the ongoing financial
crisis. McCain repeatedly referred to his experience, drawing on stories from the
past. Often, he joked of his age and at one point seemed to mock his opponent.
Obama tied McCain to what he characterized as Bush Administration mistakes
and repeatedly laid out detailed plans. Neither McCain nor Obama broke from
talking points, and neither candidate made any major gaffe. But in truth, the very
truth, for McCain that was the beginning of the end.
The fact is, the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) was created in October of
2008 to address the fiscal crisis by purchasing warrants and stocks from financial
institutions so that those items no longer burdened the banks. The legislation
outlined what items could be purchased, and defined the institutions from what
institutions those items could be purchased. President Bush was said to have
violated those rules prior to leaving office when he loaned money to General
Motors and Chrysler. President Obama further violated those rules when he
purchased stock in GM and then used the influence from those purchases to
direct changes at GM.
In addition to voting for the TARP program, the vote occurring after the 1st
presidential debate, then Senator Obama spoke on the Senate floor in support of
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the program. In that speech, he urged his fellow Senators to "step up to the plate"
and do the right thing in passing the legislation. He noted that a similar program
had failed in the House and triggered a fall in the stock market. In supporting the
program, he also urged it to have a program for home owners and an oversight
board for the funds.
After Senator Obama won the 2008 Presidential election, he asked President
Bush to request the second half of the TARP funds to be allocated to TARP. In
making the request, he stated that the economy was still too frail and that it
would be irresponsible to enter office without having all the tools he needed to
address the problem.
This a summation of the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008
On October 3, 2008 President Bush signed Emergency Economic Stabilization
Act of 2008 into law. Otherwise known as TARP for one of its subtitles - the
Troubled Asset Relief Program, the purpose of the bill was as follows:
to immediately provide authority and facilities that the Secretary of the
Treasury can use to restore liquidity and stability to the financial system of the
United States; and to ensure that such authority and such facilities are used in
a manner that protects home values, college funds, retirement accounts, and
life savings preserves homeownership and promotes jobs and economic
growth maximizes overall returns to the taxpayers of the United States; and
provides public accountability for the exercise of such authority.
The legislation laid out guidelines as to what could be purchased, from whom
such items could be purchased, how much money could be committed at any
given time, and reporting requirements. The legislation created an initial $350
Billion for use by the President, with another $350 Billion available if the
President asked for it and Congress authorized it.
Timothy Geithner's, U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, TARP Testimony to the
Congressional Oversight Panel -- June 22, 2010
Below is the official transcript of that testimony:
Chair Warren and members McWatters, Neiman, Silvers, and Troske, thank you
for the opportunity to testify about government policies to address the financial
crisis, in particular the role of the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).
Our economy is still going through an incredibly difficult period. Millions of
Americans are still looking for work and are suffering from the damage of a deep
recession. The impact of this crisis will be lasting.
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But the actions the government took have helped stabilize the financial system
and restore economic growth. Many of these actions were unpopular. However,
they were essential. And they have put our economy in a much stronger position
to confront the challenges that lie ahead.
Financial policies have lowered borrowing costs for homeowners, consumers,
businesses, and state and local governments. They have supported small and
community banks that have expanded lending to small businesses during the
recession. They continue to help responsible, but at-risk Americans hold onto
their homes and to repair essential channels of new credit.
TARP has been critical to this progress, and it has helped restore financial
stability at a much lower cost than anticipated. We have already recovered more
than half of total disbursements under the program. And TARP investments have
generated $24 billion in additional revenue for taxpayers.
Authority to make new commitments through TARP will expire in October, and we
are well on our way to winding down the program. We will continue to manage
remaining investments in a way that protects taxpayers and supports our
financial and economic recovery.
Impact of Government Financial Policies on the U.S. Financial System
Since this Administration took office, Government policies have substantially
improved the availability of credit in the United States.
Emergency programs helped lower borrowing costs for U.S. homeowners,
consumers, and businesses by rebuilding confidence in our financial system.
Rates for conventional mortgages and auto loans are at historic lows. Municipal
bond rates have fallen to pre-crisis levels. The cost of commercial and industrial
loans that many small businesses rely heavily upon is lower than it was going
into the crisis. And banks appear to have finished tightening credit standards for
both large and small borrowers.
The U.S. banking system is stronger today. TARP provided a critical backstop for
the stress tests of our major banks, which provided transparency and forced
them to raise over $150 billion in capital from private sources. Delinquencies for
many loan categories appear to have peaked. The cost to insure against the risk
of default of banks is less than half of what it was last March. That translates into
lower loan rates for consumers and businesses.
TARP and other government and Federal Reserve programs have also helped to
rehabilitate markets that support consumer and small business credit.
After experiencing steep declines between 2006 and early 2009, home prices are
showing signs of stabilization. Inventories of homes for sale have fallen, millions
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of homeowners have refinanced at low rates, and TARP continues to help
responsible, but struggling families stay in their homes.
Corporations continue to raise substantial capital in private markets and have
built up record cash reserves, which will eventually be reinvested and fuel
growth.
While substantial progress has been made, significant challenges remain. In the
banking system, charge-offs for residential, consumer, and commercial loans are
still elevated, and the FDIC projects that the rate of bank failures will remain high.
Despite offering relatively low borrowing costs, banks continue to report falling
loan balances. To a significant degree, this reflects a natural and healthy
adjustment as borrowers and lenders de-leverage after a period of aggressive
credit expansion. But it does mean that many consumers and businesses are still
finding it difficult to get new credit.
Nevertheless, thanks to the coordinated and forceful actions of Congress, the
Obama Administration, the Federal Reserve, the FDIC, and other regulatory
agencies, the U.S. financial system is much stronger today than it was in early
2009. Credit conditions overall, which dragged our economy into a deep
recession in 2007, no longer pose an obstacle to growth. TARP played a critical
role in achieving that outcome.
Exiting Emergency Financial Programs and Repaying Taxpayers
Our progress to date in stabilizing the financial system, bringing down the cost of
credit, and opening up capital markets has enabled us to wind down and
terminate many of the programs put in place to address the crisis. Programs that
we have terminated include: Treasury's Money Market Fund Guarantee Program;
the debt guarantee component of the FDIC's Temporary Liquidity Guarantee
Program (TLGP); the majority of the Federal Reserve's special lending programs;
and the Treasury and Federal Reserve mortgage-backed security purchase
programs.
We are well on the way to winding down TARP.
We closed the Capital Purchase Program, under which the bulk of support to
banks has been provided. To date, banks have repaid approximately 75 percent of
TARP funds they received, and TARP investments in banks have generated
taxpayers $21 billion in income from dividends, sales of warrants and stock, and
fees from cancelled guarantees. We expect TARP investments in banks to
generate a positive return on the whole.
We have begun to sell our holdings of Citigroup common stock. In April and May,
we sold roughly 20 percent of our stake, for proceeds totaling $6.2 billion, which
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is $1.3 billion above our cost. We are in the process of selling another 1.5 billion
shares, and we plan to liquidate the remainder of our stake in an orderly fashion
by the end of this year
AIG is making progress in restructuring its operations, in order to repay
taxpayers and reduce its risk to our economy. The company is winding down its
Financial Products subsidiary, where much of that risk was concentrated. The
company is working to divest two of its largest foreign insurance subsidiaries,
and the proceeds will be used to pay down its loan from the Federal Reserve. And
AIG's core businesses are generating profits. However, TARP investments in AIG
will likely still result in some loss.
The auto industry has also undergone significant restructuring, and its prospects
for repaying government investments have improved. GM sales are 18 percent
higher than they were last May, while Chrysler sales have increased 33 percent.
Chrysler Financial has repaid (with interest) the $1.5 billion loan that it received.
GM recently repaid its TARP loans in full (with interest), and Treasury plans to
begin to recover its equity investments in the company when GM launches an
initial public offering later this year or in 2011. We also expect that losses from
our investments in GMAC will be less than were forecast last year.
As a result of improved financial conditions and careful stewardship, the
expected cost of TARP continues to fall. In August 2009, we projected that TARP
would increase Federal deficits by $341 billion. Today, that number is down to
$105 billion,[1][1] which we view as a conservative estimate. And the President
has proposed a Financial Crisis Responsibility Fee that will recoup those costs
from the riskiest parts of our financial system.
Broadening the Scope of the Financial Recovery
While we are winding down TARP and other emergency programs, government
policies continue to play an important role in repairing the damage to our
financial system, preserving stability, and broadening the scope of the financial
recovery for all Americans.
Through TARP and other policies, we are working to promote and maintain
stability in housing markets, and to mitigate foreclosure for responsible but atrisk homeowners. Currently, over 800,000 homeowners are benefiting from lower
monthly payments in permanent or trial mortgage modifications through the
Making Home Affordable program. This year we expanded that program to offer
principal reduction relief for borrowers, many of whose mortgages are deeply
underwater. We have also committed over $2 billion in TARP funds for programs
coordinated by housing agencies in states that have suffered severe home price
declines and high concentrations of unemployment. We are announcing this
week our approval of the first round of disbursements through this "Hardest-Hit
Fund."
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These TARP-funded programs reinforce other government policies that have
helped promote stability, including the first-time homebuyer tax credit and
Neighborhood Stabilization grants under the Recovery Act. Treasury's support
for the government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) and purchases of their
securities by Treasury and the Federal Reserve have facilitated most new
mortgage issuance in this country and kept mortgage rates at historical lows for
borrowers.
We are also using TARP to improve credit availability for small businesses.
Earlier this year, we began purchasing securities backed by SBA-guaranteed
loans. Announcements in early 2009 related to this purchase program and the
Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) helped restart securitization
markets for small business loans last year. In February, we launched a new
program to invest in Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs)-including qualifying credit unions--which lend to small businesses in our
country's hardest-hit communities. Candidates have submitted applications to
their primary regulators, and Treasury has begun to receive applications and
expects to begin funding by next month.
In addition, we are seeking legislation to create a new $30 billion Small Business
Lending Fund outside of TARP that would provide small and community banks
with new capital and incentives to increase small business lending. We have also
proposed a State Small Business Credit Initiative to strengthen innovative state
programs, many of which have been threatened by state budget cuts. This Panel
has suggested that such a measure could be an effective complement to
Treasury's other efforts to support small business lending. Last week, we were
pleased to see the House pass legislation that included these proposals as well
as key small business tax cuts, and we encourage the Senate to move quickly to
pass these measures.
TALF and the Public-Private Investment Program (PPIP) have contributed to a
recovery in security prices and facilitated new credit for consumers and
businesses. Scheduled to terminate at the end of this month, TALF has supported
$58 billion of asset-backed securities, along with $12 billion of securitization for
commercial mortgages. Using a combination of TARP and private capital, PublicPrivate Investment Funds have purchased, to date, $12 billion of securities from
banks. PPIP has also had a significant impact on prices for legacy assets that had
contributed to the credit crunch. Prices for some of the most distressed
securities backed by residential mortgages have increased 70 percent since last
March, while prices for some securities backed by commercial properties have
improved by roughly half over the same period.
Financial Reform Is Critical to Sustaining the Recovery
The success of the government programs to stabilize our financial system allows
us now to shift focus from crisis response to crisis prevention.
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Congress is close to passing comprehensive reforms that will make our financial
institutions and markets safer. The new law will create an independent consumer
financial protection agency, whose mission will be to promote transparency and
consumer choice, and to prevent abusive and deceptive practices. These reforms
will require stronger capital and liquidity requirements for banks and other
financial companies, allowing them to absorb future shocks without relying on
government support. The reforms will end "too big to fail." Non-bank financial
firms, such as AIG, will no longer be allowed to exploit regulatory cracks. Large,
interconnected financial companies will be subject to stricter requirements. And
derivatives will be subject to strong regulation and transparency. The federal
government will have the authority to close large failing financial firms in an
orderly and fair way, without putting taxpayers and the economy at risk.
The End of TARP
Like this Panel and most of the American public, I look forward to the day when
TARP is no longer needed and taxpayers have recovered every dollar invested
through it. On October 3, 2010, we will cease making new commitments through
the program. And as we exit from remaining TARP investments, we will adhere to
the following principles.
· We will dispose of investments as soon as practicable in order to return TARP
funds and reduce the federal debt.
· We will do so in an orderly manner that minimizes the impact on financial
markets and the economy, while protecting taxpayer investments.
· Wherever possible, we will encourage private capital formation to replace
government investments.
· We will not intervene in the day-to-day management of private companies in
which we have invested.
· And, as we implement this strategy, we will seek out the best advice available.
When TARP was created, a broadening financial panic threatened the jobs and
financial security of millions of Americans. Today, the economy is growing again,
jobs are starting to come back, and families' savings are more secure. This
turnaround would not have been possible without substantial commitments to
both fiscal stimulus and financial stability. This Administration's integrated
strategy to recapitalize the banks with private capital, and to support the
securities markets which are critical to lending, implemented through TARP, was
critical to the overall success of our economic program.
In evaluating TARP's contribution to financial stabilization and economic
recovery, it is important to recognize that investments under the program have
been far smaller than commonly recognized. Before President Obama came into
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office, Congress wisely gave Treasury the authority to commit up to $700 billion
dollars under TARP to stabilize the financial system. To date, $386 billion has
been disbursed under the program, and over half of that amount has been repaid.
Most large banks have already repaid all TARP funds they received, with billions
of dollars in profit for taxpayers. The ultimate cost of the program will likely be a
fraction of the $700 billion authorized by Congress. Soon, we will return hundreds
of billions of dollars in unused TARP authority to limit future debt, and to free up
additional resources to meet the long-term needs of our country.
Responded Dennis Kennethsson: "It would be interestingly to see the empirical
research on the rollout and implementation of TARP which went back to its very
early days. Then do ongoing research to follow measure of stress in the financial
market and then analyze this market to determine whether these measures of
stress would show that the actual rollout of the TARP actually worsened the
crisis."
Historically, such research was performed by John B Taylor of Stanford
University as evidenced by written testimony entitled "Evaluating TARP" for the
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs of the United States Senate
dated March 17, 2011.
Much of Taylor's work involved the analyze of the Libor–OIS spread during the
period when TARP was being rolled out.,, And the Libor-OIS spread is described
by Taylor as a well-known measure of stress in the financial markets. This
spread is the difference between the interest rate on longer term interbank loans
(Libor) and an expectation of what the overnight interest rate (federal funds rate)
would be over the maturity of the loan (OIS). Higher values of the spread indicate
greater stress in the markets.
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The chart highlights several key events in September and October 2008: the
bankruptcy of Lehman brothers, the announcement of TARP, the first
congressional testimony about the TARP at this Committee, and a major change
in the design of program as it was implemented. Note that the spread started
rising sharply in late September and kept rising until mid-October when it started
to move down. The sharply worsening conditions in the markets are thus quite
evident in the chart. Never before had I seen this spread rise so sharply. The
question I addressed then—and am again addressing now—was what caused the
worsening conditions
Writes Taylor:
"Although disagreement remains about whether TARP was destabilizing or
stabilizing in the short run, there is very little disagreement about the longer-run
legacy costs which are substantial, long-lasting, and already being felt."
Asks Kennethsson; "What then are the legacy costs of TARP?"
Responds Gordon Gordonsson:







“damage to Government credibility that has plagued the program,”
“failure of programs designed to help Main Street rather than Wall Street,”
“moral hazard and potentially disastrous consequences associated with
the continued existence of financial institutions that are ‘too big to fail’”
“continuing distortions in the market”
“public anger toward policymakers,”
“a lack of full transparency and accountability.”

To the above legacy costs Taylor opines: " ...TARP established an unfortunate
precedent of heavy government intervention in the operations of private
businesses along with the use of a great deal of power. For example, the
government forced some financial institutions to take TARP capital injections,
even if they did not want them, by threatening costly actions from their
regulators, and then placed additional controls on such institutions because they
had the unwanted capital. In addition, the government used the TARP for
purposes other than originally stated in Congressional hearings, including the
bailing out of automobile companies. Most of these legacy costs will be a drag on
the U.S. financial system and economy for years to come unless the precedents
are reversed, perhaps through legislation. Some argue that the costs of TARP are
small because estimates show that the government will lose less money than
budget experts originally thought. But government programs can cause much
harm to the economy and to people even if they raise revenue. For example,
inflation is enormously costly to society even though it is a source of revenue to
the government.
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Then Taylor concludes: " In sum, in my view there is no convincing evidence to
support the view that the TARP had a stabilizing effect on the financial markets or
the U.S. economy. On the contrary there is evidence that the chaotic rollout of the
TARP exacerbated the crisis. Even if one can find some stabilizing effects, it is
clear that other actions could have been taken that did not have these rollout
costs. Finally, there is a considerable consensus among economists that the
legacy costs of TARP are large, especially the perpetuation and amplification of
the destabilizing “too big to fail” problem in our financial system caused by the
expectations of more bailouts in the future
But very interestingly, a 8/12/2010 report in the Huff Post entitled TARP Global
Impact: U.S. Bailout Helped Overseas Banks" by Marcy Gordon claimed that the
$700 billion U.S. bailout program launched in response to the global economic
meltdown seemingly had a far greater impact overseas than other countries'
financial rescue plans did on the U.S.,.
In concept, The U.S. TARP program aimed to stabilize the financial system by
injecting money into as many banks as possible, including those with substantial
operations overseas. Unfortunately, most other countries, by contrast, focused
their efforts more narrowly on banks in their nations that usually lacked major
U.S. operations
Gordon reported that a Congressional Oversight Panel said that billions of
dollars in U.S. rescue funds actually wound up in big banks in France, Germany
and other nations.

To quote Gordon: " Major French and German banks were among the biggest
beneficiaries of the U.S. rescue of American International Group Inc., yet the
American government shouldered the entire $70 billion risk of pumping capital
into the crippled insurance titan. The report compares that with the $35 billion
that France spent on its overall financial rescue program and the $133 billion that
Germany spent."
As detailed by Gordon: "Much of the $182 billion in federal aid to AIG – the
biggest of the government rescues – went to meet the company's obligations to
its Wall Street trading partners on credit default swaps, a form of insurance
against default of securities. The partners included French banks Societe
Generale, which received $11.9 billion in AIG money, and BNP Paribas, which got
$4.9 billion, and Germany's Deutsche Bank, $11.8 billion."
According to the Congressional report, of the 87 banks and financial entities that
indirectly benefited from the U.S. aid to AIG, 43 are foreign In addition to France
and Germany, they include banks based in Canada, Britain and Switzerland.
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Besides AIG, the report noted, that many of the U.S. banks and automakers that
received billions in bailout aid derived a large proportion of their revenue from
operations outside the U.S..
______________________________________________________________________
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PART I --- THE QUEST FOR HEMISPHERIC SOLIDARITY
Dialogue 2 --- by Dennis L. Pearson
Simon Bolivar:South America: Wars for Independence
For more than a decade, Simon Bolivar dedicated his life to South America's
independence from Spain. After fighting and leading patriot forces in more than
200 battles, he succeeded in liberating an area five times larger than Europe from
colonial rule. Bolivar, envisioned a united Spanish America.
He secured independence for Quito (now Ecuador) in 1822, which then
became part of Colombia. In 1824 he led the revolutionary forces of Peru in their
fight for independence. Victorious, he was elected president of Peru in February
1825, and the following May he organized in southern Peru a new republic, which
was named in his honor.
From 1826 to 1830 Bolivar sought unsuccessfully to maintain the political
unity of the republic of Colombia. He resigned the presidency of the republic in
August 1828, then assumed dictatorial control the next month. Unable to pacify
contending factions, he relinquished power on April 27, 1830. He died on
December 17 of that year, a defeated, disillusioned, and hated man.
Today, Latin American public opinion has changed. Bolivar is regarded as the
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area's greatest hero. His memory is revered throughout South America, and in
Venezuela and Bolivia his birthday is a national holiday. The book of Gabriel
Garcia Marquez, The General in his Labyrinth, is devoted to Bolivars last months
and his travel from Sanata Fe de Bogota up the river to the coast where he died.
Like George Washington, Simón Bolívar (1783-1830) was a member of the
slave-owning colonial aristocracy of his country. He came from a rich and
powerful family, with investments in agriculture, ranching and sugar mills. Along
with many other talented creoles (that is, American-born colonists)
throughout the Western hemisphere, he resented the ceilings and limitations
that European government from overseas placed on advancement by those who
were not themselves European.
Profoundly influenced by the ideas of the French Enlightenment, Bolívar was
a rare instance of the intellectual who was also a man of action. He was a firm
believer in legal equality for all men, regardless of class or color. He was opposed
to slavery and freed his own slaves in 1821. He saw that the freedom of America
from Spanish control required the complete conquest of the royalists, lest a
base remain on the continent from which a counterrevolution could be
launched.
Without question the greatest figure in the revolutions for independence in
Spanish America, both in eloquence and in military leadership, he died in
disillusionment with the results of his heroic efforts. Everywhere in America he
saw chaos and political instability. Few of his plans for social, economic, and

political reform were realized. Only a month before he died he wrote to a
friend: "America is ungovernable. Those who serve the revolution plow
the sea."
Discussion 2
EL LIBERTADOR
Simón José Antonio de la Santísima Trinidad Bolívar was born in
Caracas on July 24, 1783, to don Juan Vicente Bolívar y Ponte and doña
Maria de la Concepción Palacios y Blanco. An aristocrat by birth, Simón
Bolívar received an excellent education from his tutors, especially
Simón Rodríguez. Thanks to his tutors, Bolívar became familiar with the
works of the Enlightenment as well as those of classical Greece and
Rome.
By the age of nine, however, Bolívar lost both his parents and was left in the
care of his uncle, don Carlos Palacios. At the age of fifteen, don Carlos Palacios
sent him to Spain to continue his education.
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Bolívar left for Spain in 1799 with his friend, Esteban Escobar. En route, he
stopped in Mexico City where he met with the viceroy of New Spain who was
alarmed when the young Bolívar argued with confidence on behalf of Spanish
American independence. Bolívar arrived in Madrid on June of that
same year and stayed with his uncle, Esteban Palacios.
In Spain, Bolívar met Maria Teresa Rodríguez del Toro y Alaysa whom he
married soon afterwards in 1802. Shortly after returning to Venezuela, in 1803,
Maria Teresa died of yellow fever. Her death greatly affected Bolívar and he
vowed never to marry again. A vow which he kept for the rest of his
life.
After losing his wife, Bolívar returned to Spain with his tutor and friend, Simón
Rodríguez, in 1804.
While in Europe he witnessed the proclamation of Napoleon Bonaparte as
Emperor of France and later the coronation of Napoleon as King of Italy in Milan.
Bolívar lost respect for Napoleon whom he considered to have betrayed the
republican ideals. But it was while in Italy that Bolívar made his famous vow on
top of Mount Aventin of Rome to never rest until America was free.
Bolívar returned to Venezuela in 1807 after a brief visit to the United States. In
1808 Napoleon installed his brother, Joseph, as King of Spain. This launched a
great popular revolt in Spain known as the Peninsular War. In America, as in
Spain, regional juntas were formed to resist the new king. Unlike the Spanish
juntas, however, the American juntas fought against the power of the Spanish
king, not only the person of Joseph Bonaparte.
That year, the Caracas junta declared its independence from Spain and Bolívar
was sent to England along with Andrés Bello and Luis López Mendez on a
diplomatic mission. Bolívar returned to Venezuela on June 3, 1811, and delivered
his discourse in favor of independence to the Patriotic Society. On August 13
patriot forces under the command of Francisco de Miranda won a victory in
Valencia.
On July 24, 1812, Miranda surrendered after several military setbacks and
Bolívar soon had to flee to Cartagena. From there, Bolívar wrote his famous
Cartagena Manifesto in which he argued that New Granada should help liberate
Venezuela because their cause was the same and Venezuela's freedom would
secure that of New Granada. Bolívar received assistance from New Granada and
in 1813 he invaded Venezuela. He entered Merida on May 23 and was proclaimed
"Libertador" by the people. On June 8 Bolívar proclaimed the "war to the death"
in favor of liberty. Bolívar captured Caracas on August 6 and two days later
proclaimed the second Venezuelan republic.
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After several battles, Bolívar had to flee once more and in 1815 he took refuge
in Jamaica from where he wrote his Jamaica Letter. That same year, Bolívar
traveled to Haiti and petitioned its president, Alexander Sabes Petión, to help the
Spanish American cause. In 1817, with Haitian help, Bolívar returned to the
continent to continue fighting.
The Battle of Boyacá of August 7, 1819 resulted in a great victory for Bolívar
and the army of the revolution. That year, Bolívar created the Angostura
Congress which founded Gran Colombia (a federation of present-day Venezuela,
Colombia, Panama, and Ecuador) which named Bolívar
president. Royalist opposition was eliminated during the following years.
After the victory of Antonio José de Sucre over the Spanish forces at the Battle of
Pichincha on May 23, 1822, all of northern South America was liberated. With that
great victory, Bolívar prepared to march with his army acrossthe Andes and
liberate Peru.
On July 26, 1822, Bolívar met with José de San Martín at Guayaquil to discuss
the strategy for the liberation of Peru. No one knows what took place in the secret
meeting between the two South American heroes, but San Martín returned to
Argentina while Bolívar prepared to fight against last
Spanish bastion in South America.
In 1823 Bolívar took command of the invasion of Peru and in September
arrived in Lima with Sucre to plan the attack. On August 6, 1824, Bolívar and
Sucre jointly defeated the Spanish army in the Battle of Junín. On December 9
Sucre destroyed the last remnant of the Spanish army in the Battle of
Ayacucho, eliminating Spain's presence in South America.
On August 6, 1825, Sucre called the Congress of Upper Peru which created
the Republic of Bolivia in honor of Bolívar. The Bolivian Constitution of 1826,
while never enacted, was personally written by Bolívar. Also in 1826, Bolívar
called the Congress of Panama, the first hemispheric conference.
But by 1827, due to personal rivalries among the generals of the revolution,
civil wars exploded which destroyed the South American unity for which Bolívar
had fought. Surrounded by factional fighting and suffering from tuberculosis, El
Libertador Simón Bolívar died on December 17, 1830.
http://www.philately.com/philately/bolivar.htm\
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PART FOUR
INSTALLMENT TWO
Construction contracts for the City of Allentown 1978-79 completed wastewater
treatment program was executed June 29, 1976. The historic reality being that the
following firms were awarded contracts to perform specialized craft functions as
the construction program progressed:
General construction – Louis Picciano Sr. Corp., Endicott, New York $13,935,000;
2. Plumbing – Funari & Bogna Co., Allentown, Penna. - $146,000;
3. Heating and Ventilating – Corbit’s Inc., Reading Penna - $216,000;
4. Electrical- Wertz Engineering Co., Reading Penna. - $939,000.
1.

Please note – the total cost of the 1978-79 completed City of Allentown
wastewater treatment construction program was $15,235,900 with construction
commencing July 15, 1976.
But as it happened, the 1978-79 completed wastewater treatment construction
program commenced by the Daddona Administration was destined to fail. An
early warning of this came (February, 1978) from the Pennsylvania sector of the
EPA. (Note – Leo Fetzer, the Allentown Business Manager, temporarily assumed
the head of Allentown government when Frank Fischl, the newly elected Mayor,
was sidelined as a result of unexpected but necessary heart surgery in late
January, 1978. The health problem was discovered after Fischl had attended a
combined meeting of East Allentown neighborhood associations at Midway
Manor which I had arranged but could not attend because of a schedule change
at work.) The EPA had warned Acting Mayor Fetzer that the actual flow capacity
of the plant might be less then the 40 m.g.d. Planned because the actual loads,
which the plant received, probably would exceed the wastewater loads used to
design the plant modifications.
Unfortunately, this failure meant the continuation and expansion of odor
problems affecting city neighborhoods despite contrary predictions by public
officials in the 1977 municipal election.
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Daddona in an East Allentown – Common Sense Herald election survey of
municipal candidates is quoted as saying: “Once the new expansion to the plant
is completed in 1978 all odors should be eliminated for good.” Allentown City
Councilman Benjamin Howells in the same issue claimed: “The new plant should
make those odors a bad memory,” Interestingly, Karl Kercher, 1977 City Council
President, was more cautious in his statement saying: “Upon completion of the
current sewer plant expansion (early 1979) the odor problem should be severely
reduced or eliminated.”
In retrospect, V.J. Ciccone & Associates, Inc., Woodbridge Virginia in its EPA
Office of Inspector General sanctioned “Technical Evaluation of Allentown
Wastewater Treatment Plant for Final Audit of Federal Grant – January 30, 1984”
made the following general conclusions in regard to plant design performance:
1. The plant was constructed in accordance with approved plans and
specifications. However, the plant is not being operated in the manner reflected in
design plans.
2. The lack of pre-treatment of the wastes from the Lehigh County Authority
greatly impacted upon the operation of the plant with the result that more than
anticipated quantities of humus sludge was being generated.
(Note – the slough from the rock media and plastic media biological growth is
called biological or “humus” sludge.)
3. It can be seen that solids loading calculations for plant design, especially grit
removal and the contribution of B.O.D. Biomass conversion, could have been
more accurately accounted for in the mass balance calculations. The result is that
the sludge capacity of the plant is proportionately reduced.
4. Currently, the plant is not operating to the intended design criteria. Because of
the recycle of rock media trickling effluents and increased amounts of return
flow, the plant operational mode varies from intended design. And,
5. There was a noticeable increase in noxious odors coming from the plant as the
new unit processes and renovated units began operating in late 1978.
Incredible as it may seem, both the city’s project engineer, Metcalf & Eddy,
Boston, and its Operation’s Director, Harry Bisco, denied publicly the existence
of offensive odors contributed to plant operation for a number of months
following the end of construction work at Kline’s Island.
But the incidence and occurrence of public complaint indicated otherwise.
Interestingly, Bisco who as Director of Operations in the Daddona Administration
had assured the EPA that Allentown would not build a plant that in three years
would prove to be defective had in reality achieved such a feat. The tower that
Allentown expanded, indeed, was not up to “snuff” as far as the citizenry was
concerned for the off-site odors that the plant had generated was of greater
strength, duration and territory. In the end, once the Fischl Administration faced
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up to the situation, it had no alternative but to study and make plans for the
development of an odor control system to alleviate or eliminate the problem.
Thus, as it would be, Allentown officials in March, 1980 would make request of
the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources and the United States
Environmental Protection Agency to provide funds so that the City could contract
the service of an odor consultant to specifically identify the odor constituents
occurring off-site and the specific process units from which these odors
originated.
Allentown was notified May 1980 that the regulatory agencies would give the City
$10,000 to defray in totality or part the services of an odor consultant. But
interestingly, it appears that two trained odor analysts from Arthur D. Little visited
the Kline’s Island Wastewater Treatment Plant during a three-day period –
Tuesday, April 29 to Thursday, May 1, 1980. These visits, of course, occurring
before the $10,000 study was announced.
Little summarized its findings with the following statements:
“ Based on our three-day site visit, fecal odors associated with ‘Humus’ sludge
storage, intermediate settling tanks and sludge thickeners were frequently
detected off-site (along Basin Street) at complaint level intensity levels. Of these
three sources, the major source appears to be the ‘humus’ sludge storage areas.
On occasion, a burnt tarry/hairy (odor relatable to petroleum) associated with
emissions from the sludge digesters was detected off-site.
The P.M.T.F at the time of our visit was not a significant contributor of complaint
level odors in the community. Our odor analysts could not detect its odor off-site.
Two samplings of odor emissions from the P.M.T.F (Tank 1) indicated that the
predicted ambient intensity from the source would be a maximum of barely
recognizable (0.2) odor or below. We recommend that continued surveillance be
made of the Kline’s Island plant by trained odor analysts particularly during the
summer months to determine if odor emissions from the P.M.T.F system under
differing operating conditions are a problem.”
As recommended by Little the city again contracted Little to make odor
observations Friday evening June 27, 1980 and Saturday morning, June 28, 1980.
Again the observations were remarkable in the evidence presented. That is, Little
did not characterize the P.M.T.F’s as being the major contributor to the odor
problem.
Little writes:
“ The Plastic Media Trickling Filter (PMTF) had a similar odor quality and intensity
(winy sour) that occurred in our April visit. Winy sour odors at threshold or barely
recognizable intensity were observed off-site periodically during odor surveys 1
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and 2. The PMTF is not a significant contributor of complaint-level odors in the
community.”
Little continues:
“…Fecal odors from the humus sludge storage area were of lower intensity, as
the bulk of the stored sludge had been removed. Fecal odors from the
Intermediate settling tank (particularly the two western inactive tanks) and the
sludge thickeners were also observed off-site. The canvas over the sludge
thickeners is in a bad state of repair. The thickener should be appropriately
covered (perhaps with a dome) and the collected emissions treated.”
Of extreme historical interest, the before mentioned Sludge Thickener Tanks
representing in fact the same Sludge Thickener Tanks that the EPA had ordered
the City to cover January 6, 1976. The important fact revealed at this late date that
this order had not been complied with by the City. One might ask why?
As it developed, the regulatory agencies commissioned Allentown in
September1980 to conduct an extensive study of the odor problem. The contract
awarded to Allentown’s long-standing consulting engineer, Metcalf & Eddy in
December 1980. The $101,295 price tag for the study divided between the
regulatory agencies and the City. The City’s share would be $25,395 while the
regulatory agencies paid $75,900.
The Study report entitled “Report to the City of Allentown, Pennsylvania on Odor
Investigations at the Kline’s Island Wastewater Treatment Plant” received the
following critique by this observer in December 1981:
“ The Boston firm, Metcalf & Eddy, recently completed its $101,295 odor survey of
the operations of the Kline’s Island Wastewater Treatment Plant.
It was contracted by the City of Allentown to investigate potential or existing odor
sources at the Wastewater Treatment Plant. Three-fourths of the survey cost
borne by the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Interestingly, the value of the Metcalf & Eddy Odor Surveys being a subject of
close scrutiny because the engineering company admitted in its report that the
odor surveys ‘did not identify any single treatment unit as the major source of
the plant’s odor problems, as none of the surveys were conducted during a
period of frequent odor complaints.’ Moreover it being incredible that the
engineering company could not confirm the evidence of complaint-level odor
levels in East Allentown. The report saying: ‘It is noteworthy that no plant odors
were detected in the residential areas of East Allentown (from which
approximately half of the complaints normally originate) during the first four
periods of surveys.”
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The observer continued:
“However, the company did collect wind data from the National Weather Service
Office at the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton Airport (now renamed the Lehigh
Valley International Airport) and reviewed it in an attempt to correlate wind
directions with the localities from which odor complaints were originating. Thus,
from this correlation it is evident that the prevailing winds in Allentown are
westerly; and that, winds rose approximately toward the area having the highest
concentrations of odor-level complaints. (That is, East Allentown and the Skyline
Terrace area.)”
In the end the observer concluded:
“ This observer can only conclude that the Metcalf & Eddy Company, Allentown’ s
long-standing Wastewater Treatment Engineering Consultant, did not conduct a
comprehensive odor survey at off-site areas as it might have. The truth being, the
consultant does not answer the questions as to the basic cause of the
continuous odor problems at the plant. Consequently, the report ought to be
considered a series of experiment guesses as to what might be done but with no
assurance of success.”
In the end – a City of Allentown Odor Control System Invitation to bid information
packet released April 1982 pinpointed the existing P.M.T.F’s and Thickening
Tanks as the sources of malodorous substances indicated to be generally fecal,
rancid, sour and musty in nature and being generated as a result of biological
decomposition of solids and organic matter. Of course, the predominate odors
detected off-site and at various units during consult surveys being fecal and
partial oxidation products of sulfur-bearing and nitrogenous matters. In general,
the odor descriptions and probable chemicals responsible for the odors are
given below:
Odor characteristic --- probable Chemical
Fecal , Mercaptions, sulfides, Disulfides, Phenyl acetic, acid, fatty acids,
indole,katole, amines. Burnt Fecal ---Partial oxidation, products Above
Rancid -Unsaturated Fatty Acid
Sour ---Fatty Acid, Alcohols
Musty --- Polychloramisoles
INSTALLMENT THREE
Remarkably, in 1984 we again find Joseph S. Daddona very much involved in
wastewater treatment decision-making. This time we see the Mayor trekking to
Washington D.C., the nation’s capital, looking for federal money to subsidize odor
control work that would not be necessary had the proper decisions been made in
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the first place. (The program had it basis in a report released by Metcalf & Eddy October 1981 ((a Fiscal Administration Project)) entitled “Report to the City of
Allentown, Pennsylvania on Odor Investigations at the Kline’s Island Wastewater
Treatment Plant.”) We ask? Did the federal government have the obligation to
satisfy the mayor’s funding demands? Sincerely, we believe the answer should
have been no. This attitude to some may seem severe, but it is our belief that
federal agencies like the EPA, unless they are likewise at fault, are under no
obligation to pour new or additional monies into projects that remedial action is
required due to repetitive consultant or in-house design flaws in engineering or
because design specifications called for as a basis for grant approval were not
achieved in actual construction.
How ironic is it that one section of EPA would give the city yet another million for
odor control while another section initiated the following requited action:
1. Formal audit of expenditures of ($16 million) funds received through 1978
Kline’s Island construction grant award.
2. Technical evaluation of the design and construction of the Kline’s Island Plant
and its operations.
Of course, the focus of the technical evaluation has been design for renovations
to the plant, the construction of the renovations completed in 1978-79, the
persistence of odors at and from the plant, and the issuance of organic loadings
in the plant.
The EPA grant representing seventy-five percent of the expected cost of design
and installation in performing work under the Second year of a program designed
to control such off-site odors attributable to plant operations.
We note – the City of Allentown undertaking of first year odor control renovations
were carried out without federal assistance. But Daddona in trekking to
Washington in 1984, in any case sought to convince EPA officials to no avail
concerning the wisdom of approving retroactive federal payment for the City of
Allentown’s first year odor control construction costs. Included in these costs
being the November 1982 completed installation of covers and scrubbers on two
Sludge Thickening Tanks.
In analysis, if we again report the story of Mr. Daddona going to Washington for
funds under the Municipal Treatment Construction Grant in a later year, things no
doubt will be that much tougher for Have Mayor Will Travel. The reason for this
analysis is that the federal government under Ronald Reagan has cast the signal
that the days of local dependence upon the federal government for quick money
for community projects has peaked if not over. The fixed reality was, the $2.6
billion a year program, down from $5 billion in annual spending in the late 70’s
was facing the possibility of being phased out by Congress.
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In a departure from past practice, in-house staff and personnel performed design
work for Allentown’s odor reduction program. Bill Engle, the City’s Water
Resources Manager was empowered to oversee design work for the multi-year
program. As a result Metcalf & Eddy, Allentown’s long-standing engineering
consultant for wastewater treatment was not retained by the City to follow up
upon its preliminary odor reduction investigations and findings.
But most certainly, the ghost of Metcalf & Eddy continued to hover over the
Kline’s Island Wastewater Treatment Plant as the City’s remedial project
progressed. The fact is the City continued to draw upon Metcalf & Eddy’s former
reports and studies to make their current and future design specifications. In
other words, the body need not be present for the City to rely upon its former
expertise as long as it leaves a record of its thoughts; and indeed, Metcalf & Eddy
has left a calling card.
Before Allentown initiated its multi-year remedial program that included the
installation of covers on the P.M.T.F’s, Metcalf & Eddy suggested the probable
need of such installation in at least three known reports it made for the City of
Allentown. The first occasion was in the original study plans for the 1978-1979
construction project. However, for economic reasons, city officials in 1972
thought it prudent to forego the installation of covers if there was a good chance
that they would not be needed. Then too, Metcalf & Eddy in its “Report to the City
of Allentown on Request for Additional Funding to Eliminate Odors Emanating
From the Waste Water Treatment Plant – October 12, 1979” again recommended
the placement of covers on the P.M.T.F’s; and additionally, this recommendation
was further reinforced in its October 1981 study entitled “ Report to the City of
Allentown, Pennsylvania on Odor Investigations at the Kline’s Island Wastewater
Treatment Plant.”
Importantly, we believe that the October 198 was the blueprint for odor reduction
activity in the Daddona Administration. The report identified the most probable
sources of complaint-levels odors at the plant as being the sludge storage area,
the plastic media high-rate trickling filters, the sludge thickening tanks, and the
intermediate settling tanks and recommended the following actions to mitigate
odors from the plant:
1. Vigorous enforcement of City Sewer use ordinances.
2. Provide covers and exhaust gas treatment for the P.M.T.F, Sludge Thickeners
and elutriation tanks.
3. Conduct study to evaluate the impact of biological (humus0 sludge on the
anaerobic digestion process.
4. Eliminate the storage of sludge at the plant. Replace existing intermediate
settling tanks with new tanks if periodic cleaning of existing tanks doesn’t
mitigate odors.
Concerning this in-house work, we could find no reason to quarrel with the
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concept. After all, prior to the establishment of the Second Daddona
Administration we made the following comments both in the Lehigh
Valley/Allentown Common Sense Herald and in public speeches made in the
course of my unsuccessful 1981 City Council campaign:
“Why should the taxpayer engage the service of high-priced professional
engineers and then have to engage the services of consulting engineering firms
whose opinions have often been conflictual, redundant, or experimental. The
whole point of hiring consultants is to get the know-how and experience our own
people lack; and if we resort to the use of consultants they ought to work closely
with our people each step of the way, and give us the kind of specific advice and
technical support our situations calls for. The result is that at some point our
people should be able to take over themselves. The sooner this happens the
better for our region and incidentally the lower our consultant costs are likely to
be.”
Any concern we do have, however, is the belief that the Daddona
Administration’s decision to perform design work in-house was more related to
making ascapegoat out of Metcalf & Eddy in order to escape judgment itself then
acknowledgement of superior technical expertise in city professional engineers.
However, one should not underestimate the real potential for political
accountability in the in-house design policy. Why? The Daddona Administration
by dropping Metcalf & Eddy had removed the protective screen behind which the
Administration could previously hide. Now, with in-house design, the Daddona
Administration in the long-term lived or died by citizen opinion determined by the
persistence of malodorous inconvenience in the neighborhoods surrounding the
plant.
But that was just one problem for the increased production level of undigested
sludge by-product when water flow levels remained the same also presented
trouble for the Daddona Administration as far as storage and disposal.
Rules and regulations of the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Resources require a municipality or private hauling contractor to obtain a permit
to apply sludge on land in the Commonwealth. The applicant for a permit must
provide a laboratory report showing the chemical analysis of the sludge and a
site inspection report of the land on which it is applied. The farmer on whose land
the sludge is applied does not have to obtain a permit unless he qualifies as a
commercial hauler. In either case the land on which the sludge will be spread
must be inspected and the analysis of the sludge must be evaluated before the
permit is issued.
Sewage sludge clearly is a by-product of wastewater (sewage) treatment. Experts
claim, in general, that more than 99 percent of the raw sewage piped into a
wastewater treatment plant is discharged as sewage effluent. Consequently, the
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less than one percent, we have not thus far accounted for, remains as sewage
sludge. Then too, what remains is largely a biological material consisting of
solids, which settle out during the treatment of sewage wastewater. We note –
these solids referred to as sludge also undergo additional treatment, most
commonly anaerobic or aerobic digestion. This treatment stabilizes the sludge by
reducing the quantities of easily decomposable organic materials, reducing
pathogenic (disease causing) organisms, and eliminating the undesirable odors
associated with raw sewage.
Sludge contains almost every conceivable element or compound found in wastes
from human, domestic, commercial and industrial sources. Importantly, the
Pennsylvania State University, Cooperative Extension Service has suggested in a
circular that sludge may contain substantial quantities of organic matter, plant
nutrients, trace elements, and some potentially hazardous compounds. Then too,
specific research at the Pennsylvania State University has demonstrated that
sludge from treatment plants throughout the Commonwealth contain varying
quantities of nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium, calcium, magnesium, iron,
manganese, boron, molybdenum, zinc, and copper. Furthermore, Commonwealth
sludge may also contain nonessential trace elements and heavy metals such as
chromium, lead, nickel, mercury, cadmium, and several other compounds such
as exotic organics, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s) and pesticides.
Unfortunately, a number of these substances can be toxic to plants at relatively
low concentrations in the soil. Cadmium is particularly toxic to animals and
humans, and its uptake by plants may be hazardous to the food chain. When
sludge is spread on land, many heavy metals such as zinc, copper, chromium,
lead, nickel, and cadmium are chemically bond by the soil indefinitely. Hence,
the land application of sludge that contains appreciable amounts of heavy
metals may become a real concern to farmers and landowners in the future.
Good judgment would suggest that farmers not accept or apply sludge on
cropland without taking a complete chemical analysis of the sludge. Importantly.
Sewage sludge applied to cropland should be digested and stabilized. Then too,
cropland soils on which sludge is to be applied should be tested and evaluated
for soil fertility and productivity which due consideration for crop to be grown.
The pH of the soil on which sludge will be applied should be adjusted and
maintained between 6.5 to 7.0 to help lower the availability of heavy metals to the
plants; and importantly, soil samples from sludge treated fields should be tested
every three years to monitor the buildup of heavy metals and to protect the
farmer from future destruction of crops as proposed EPA regulations would
require should such materials be found in soil samples above certain levels.
In analysis, one could not blame a farmer for being hesitant to accept free
fertilizer from a sewage plant under such regulations; and personally, having
traveled both the Upper and Lower Egypt (that is, the course of the Nile River
from the City of Aswan at the base of the New Aswan Dam that formed Lake
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Nasser to the Mediterranean Sea resort of Alexandria in the Nile Delta) this world
traveler can testify to the dangers and inconveniencies inherent in eating certain
vegetables or food crops fertilized by potentially harmful waste residue that
included dung deposits. Therefore we can concur with the Pennsylvania State
University, Cooperative Extension Service that animals should not eat forage
and pasture crops while any residual sludge remains on the vegetation. Then
too, sewage sludge should not be applied on land that is used for the production
of vegetables or human food crops that are eaten raw.
The issue of actual plant capacity is important as it ties directly to future
wastewater treatment plant capacity requirements for the Allentown metropolitan
wastewater treatment service area. In early 1979, construction activity to
upgrade
he wastewater treatment capacity of Allentown’s Kline’s Island Wastewater
Treatment Plant was completed. The result being, wastewater-processing
capacity was increased from a rating of 28.5 million gallons per day (m.g.d) to
40m.g.d. Statistically, the addition of 11.5 m.g.d represented a twenty-nine
percent increase in capacity.
Please note – this rating is strictly hydraulic or it is based on flow. It does not
consider high strength organic loadings.
However, due to the failure of the Lehigh County Pre-treatment Plant at Upper
Macungie and the subsequent problem of conveying excessive strength waste
discharge from certain industries located in industrial park areas of Upper
Macungie Township, this combined and organic capacity has hindered the ability
of the Kline’s Island plant to process its full 40 m.g.d hydraulic rated capacity
free and clear of publicly offensive air emissions.
The Sewage Task Force Report (November 1980 of the Allentown-Lehigh County
Greater Community Council (GCC) implies that actual plant capacity can be
extended by correcting two malfunctioning processes at the Kline’s Island Plant.
Basic Oxygen Demand (BOD) is not being adequately treated because the Imhoff
Tanks (Intermediate Settling Tanks) have become septic; and Ammonia is not
being adequately treated because the rock filters are not “dosing.” That is,
allowing the flow to spray over the entire area of the rock filter.
The rock filters can be repaired by installing valves that permit dosing. But the
GCC claims that the Imhoff Tanks may be obsolete; and suggests, that they can
be replaced by an “activated sludge sedimentation process.”
The Plastic Media High-rate Trickling Filters are cited by the GCC as a potential
source of aid in BOD removal if they are capped (covered) and air activated. It
was certainly a wanted development that the capping of the PMTF’s would aid in
reducing noxious odors and would help reduce seasonal changes in plant
performance.
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The GCC believed that once BOD could be treated before the wastewater
becomes septic, the Kline’s Island Wastewater Treatment Plant should have
sufficient excess capacity to meet the needs of the signatories of the Allentown
metropolitan wastewater treatment service area.
Of historic note – during the first year of the phased odor reduction program,
Quad Environmental Technologies of Illinois was awarded the construction
contract to install covers, plenums and odor control equipment on two of the
four Environtech constructed Plastic Media High-Rate Trickling Filters (PMTF’s)
at an appropriate cost of $890,000. In addition, a belt press was added at an
approximate cost of $457,000 to provide a more efficient sludge dewatering
system and to remove solids from the wastewater system.
The two remaining uncovered PMTF’s would be the focus of year two work at an
contract price of $824,623 let out to Johnson Construction Co., Dover, York
County, Pennsylvania.
The new belt press operation with a polymer added leaves a sludge by-product
that is relatively free of water content and bothersome odor. Thus, the long-term
benefit of the process would be the savings it would produce in sludge hauling
charges if prices of sludge hauling and disposal remain the same. That is, no
longer would the city be charges for sludge tonnage that would be saturated with
water. Instead this water would be withdrawn by the belt press operation with the
resultant downward movement in sludge weight and sludge hauling charges.
Other projects to be undertaken in year two of the phased program include:
 The construction of a lime silo with pneumatic feeders to stabilize
the odorous sludge being processed at a contract cost of $334,000;
 The installation of hooded enclosures over the solids dewatering
processes (vacuum filters and conditioning tanks) to control ammonia
in the treatment plant at an estimated cost of $40,000;
 The installation of covers over the decant boxes on the digester
overflow boxes at an estimated cost of $6,000;
 Finally, the expenditure of another $125,000 to $250,000 for a septage
unloading facility to accommodate septage haulers
Please note – Bill Engle in an effort to reduce costs but not reduce efficiency
planned to combine the construction of a new solids thickening tank (properly
covered and vented with oxidation scrubbers to control odors and eliminate the
recycling of septic solids) with the septage unloading facility.
Other planned or contemplated phased work included:
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The installation of covers, plenums and gas scrubbers on four
primary settling tanks;
The installation of covers, plenums and gas scrubbers on two
elutriation tanks;
The construction of an enclosure over the aerated grit chamber with
venting accomplished through the primary tank scrubbers;
The conversion of the rock media to a mechanical forced ventilation
plastic module unit, based on current plant testing;
The modification of existing Intermediate Settling Tanks to regulate
flow, remove solids and control odor emission to the airshed or
replace units with new units.

Note – decision-making in regard to Intermediate Settling Tanks was intended to
be based on test results of a pilot project started in the summer of 1983. That is,
a special hydra-hydraulic rake piping system used extensively in de-silting in
coal basins had been installed in one of the two sludge holding compartments of
the Intermediate Settling Tanks to permit a more rapid removal of sludge. If the
pilot project was successful, the Intermediate Tanks need not be replaced.
Concerning the Engle led in-house repair to a defective system – we couldn’t be
positive at the time in predicting the ultimate success of the multi-year project.
After all – what guarantees could be given that the remedial work would under
both operating and non-operating conditions be effective in limiting air leakage
to less than one percent? Therefore, we had to ask the responsible officials –
Have proper precautions been taken to assure the complete capture of odors
with the installation of new ventilation and odor processing systems? Then too –
Would there be any possible short-circuiting of air through the units or through
the covers or enclosures? Truly we hoped for the best, inevitably not wanting to
be confronted with news of the worst. Certainly, we shuddered at the prospect
concerning the living environment around the wastewater treatment plant that
there was no future, only the past happening over and over. Importantly, we had
to be concerned because the ghosts of Kline’s Island Past work to inform us that
except for a few modifications in design and scope of work the Engel led odor
control program implemented by the City in the early to mid 1980’s seemingly
paralleled the steps followed by the Lehigh County when the County attempted
to save its troublesome pre-treatment plant in Upper Macungie.
Historically, we know that the County efforts to save the Upper Macungie pretreatment plant failed. The remedial efforts implemented by the County never
were able to alleviate the malodorous conditions that so aggravated neighboring
residents in Upper Macungie and Trexlertown.
Just the same, City of Allentown Water Resources Manager Bill Engle expressed
confidence that Allentown’s planned odor control system would work. In fact
Engle as contract administrator of Allentown’s in-house odor contract sought to
make it clear to us the salient differences between the facilities and remedies
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attempted at Upper Macungie and the facilities and remedies attempted or
pursued at Allentown. First, he cited an example that Kline’s Island can remove
large harmful particles (sometimes metal) from the waste stream prior to hitting
thesystem. Such capability according to Engle was said to be absent at Upper
Macungie and therefore, was a contributory factor towards harming the system.
Second, the fans installed by Quad Industries in conjunction with the covers are
capable of removing odors into an air scrubber by pull or push action from
above or below the PMTF’s with proper footer control use. In comparison, the
plant at Upper Macungie had fan action that could only force air from below into
the air scrubber; and third, Engle indicated that Allentown’s odor control project
would install an air collector to provide uniform distribution of air over the entire
cross-section of the Plastic Media Trickling Filter. A capability that was said to
be absent at Upper Macungie.
Harry Bisco, Allentown’s Director of Public Works had caused public confusion
concerning a claim he publicly proclaimed relative to PMTF cover effectiveness.
Bisco said that the Quad equipment had effectively reduced odor by ninetyseven percent. Unfortunately, this assertion was hard to believe for the
occurrence and level of odors attributed to plant operation remained at high
levels during the summer of 1983 when work was said to be completed on the
installation of covers. The incidence of odor complaints in 1981, 1982 and 1983
being 189, 116 and 124 respectively. The important fact noted that eighteen odor
complaints were received after the odor control system was totally on line and
debugged as of September 10, 1983 with September totals prior to 9/10/83 being
seventeen for a total September total of thirty-one. Take note – the September
through December totals for odor complaints in 1981, 1982 and 1983 being fortyfour, forty-seven and thirty-five respectively.
Please Note – Bisco’s title changed from Director of Operations to Public Works
in the second coming of Joe Daddona’s run as mayor.
Incidentally, the fact that two PMTF’s remained uncovered during the period
could not be the causal factor for the persistence of odors because the two
PMTF’s were never in operation during the period and were still out of service in
early 1984. This being the normal operating mode of PMTF operation since
October 1979.
Bill Engle attempted to clear up whatever public confusion that had developed
from Bisco’s statement. Engle acknowledged that actual odors emitted from the
plant had not been reduced ninety-seven percent. But he accepted the ninetyseven percent statement about odor reduction within the PMTF’s as valid. That
is, the system, in fact, removed ninety-seven percent of odors on a continuous
basis from the captured gas stream that entered the PMTF’s and the Thickening
Tanks.
Incidentally, year two of the odor control program would provide covers to units
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hat were not currently in operation. (Note – with the installation of covers all
PMTF units would be placed on line with the exception of periods of emergency
or required maintenance with reduced loadings in each. But at time the evidence
was obvious, unless work performed on the sludge digester and vacuum filter
produced better results in neutralizing the effects of odor causing changes in
chemical balance, we did not truly expect the nature of odors in 1984 and 1985 to
be diminished to acceptable intensities and durations

____________________________________________________

Skull at Homestead Pump House
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Sculpture at Edgar Thompson Gate at U.S. Steel plant in
Braddock PA

Westinghouse's Airbrake Castle at Winderling Pa
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